National Specialty, Des Moines, Iowa held May 08, 2010.
Judge: Mrs. Lorraine Boutwell

**Best of Breed**

CH Arsuma’s Brilliant Diamond, Arvilla White, Diane Ashburn, and Susan Markham.

**Best of Winners**

InVolo Smooth Criminal (D), Donna Garofalo, Michael Garofalo, and Gia Garofalo.

**Best of Opposite Sex**

GCH Wildfire On The Rocks (B).
Breeder(s): Angela Pickett. By CH L’Ete Cadaga The Matrix – CH Wildire Double Your Fun UDX. Owner(s): Madeline Mosing and Chelsie Pickett.
Awards of Merit

**CH Zelicaon Butch Cassidy at Draco.**

**CH Alfa’s Forevr Rebel Spirit.**

**CH Wingssong Rockstar.**
Breeder(s): Pat Jones. By CH Xanadu’s American Idol – Wingssong It’s My Party. Owner(s): Pat Jones, Jim Warych, and Diane Schmitt.
CH Xanadu Royal Heroine of Abeckam.
Breeder(s): Pat McCann. By CH Xanadu Can You Ear Me Now – Xanadu Destiny. Owner(s): Becky Miller and Anna Miller.

**Winners Dog**

InVolo Smooth Criminal (D), Donna Garofalo, Michael Garofalo, and Gia Garofalo.

**Reserve Winners Dog**

Rorralore Foolproof, Charlotte Clem McGowan.
Winners Bitch

Paradisewing’s Divine Secret.

Reserve Winners Bitch

TopFlite Arkeno High Performance.
Breeder(s): Sandra Schumacher, Kim McKay, and Murray Berg. By CH Arkeno’s Three Ring Circus – CH Arkeno’s High Velocity. Owner(s): Erin Moore and Sandra Schumacher.

Best Bred By Exhibitor

TopFlite Arkeno High Performance.
Breeder(s): Sandy Schumacher, Kim McKay, and Murray Berg. By CH Arkeno’s Three Ring Circus – CH Arkeno’s High Velocity. Owner(s): Erin Moore and Sandra Schumacher.
**Best Puppy**
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**Rorralore Foolproof.**

**Best Veteran**
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**CH Kra-Li-Mar Memorandum**
Breeder(s): Dorothy Kralik. By CH Kra-Li-Mar Valentino – Kra-Li-Mar Zoe. Owner(s): Dorothy Kralik.